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Frameworks for the evaluation of technological instructional tools provide

educators with criteria to assess the pedagogical suitability and effectiveness

of those tools to address learners’ needs, support teachers’ understanding

of learning progress, and recognize the levels of achievement and the

learning outcomes of the students. This study applied secondary document

analysis and case study to identify five pedagogical indicators for teaching

and learning computational thinking, including technology, pedagogical

approaches, assessment techniques, data aspect, and teacher professional

development. Based on the pedagogical indicators, this study proposed a

computational thinking pedagogical assessment framework (CT-PAF) aimed

at supporting educators with a strategy to assess the different technological

learning tools in terms of pedagogical impact and outcome. Furthermore,

three case-study instructional tools for teaching CT in K-12 were analyzed for

the initial assessment of CT-PAF. Scratch, Google Teachable Machine, and the

iThinkSmart minigames were marched to the underpinning characteristics

and attributes of CT-PAF to evaluate the framework across the instructional

tools. The initial assessment of CT-PAF indicates that the framework is

suitable for the intended purpose of evaluating technological instructional

tools for pedagogical impact and outcome. A need for expanded assessment

is, therefore, necessary to further ascertain the relevance of the framework in

other cases.

KEYWORDS

computational thinking, machine learning, evaluation framework, instructional tools,
Scratch, Google Teachable Machine, iThinkSmart minigames

Introduction

The recent stride for data-driven society and automation has had an enormous
impact on modern society. The impact can be seen in all segments of our society,
such as work, education, economy, commerce, and leisure, and currently, we may
not have enough data to assess the extent of the societal effects. Besides, the societal
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impact of the teaching and learning of computational thinking
(CT) in the K-12 level of computing education is gradually
gaining much-needed attention (Wong and Cheung, 2020).
Knowledge of CT is crucial for children to gain an adequate
understanding of how the world around them works and
prepare for future roles in society, especially, since they
are considered active users of the data-driven technologies
(Toivonen et al., 2020). Most countries around the globe have
included CT as part of the introduction to computer science
education at the K-12 level (Hsu et al., 2019). According to
Wing (2006), CT is a necessary skill for everyone. In addition to
improved programming and data literacy skills, CT is a suitable
medium to develop 21st-century skills (Lye and Koh, 2014; Agbo
et al., 2019).

Although certain empirical evidence about the large-scale
impact of CT pedagogical supporting technologies and tools
is still absent in current literature, the interest and awareness
to support K-12 pedagogy have gained a visible increase in
the last decade (Burgett et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2016; Kong
et al., 2020; Huang and Looi, 2021). In a CT pedagogical
framework proposed by Kotsopoulos et al. (2017), four key
experiences were identified, which include unplugged, tinkering,
making, and remixing. These pedagogical experiences reflect
on teachers’ choices of pedagogical strategies and decisions on
tools that will enhance learning experiences. Besides, student-
centered pedagogical strategies such as problem-solving,
open-ended tasks, project-based learning, group work and
collaboration, inquiry-based learning, challenge-based learning,
blended learning, flexible learning, and peer-to-peer learning
were commonly adopted by teachers (Bower et al., 2017; Tucker-
Raymond et al., 2021). Teachers have maintained positive
experiences and deeper learning experiences are usually a result
of student-led learning experiences, which are based on the
active and engaging learning processes, pedagogical strategies,
and a conducive learning environment (Adler et al., 2004).

Computational thinking pedagogical strategies are not new.
They are usually adapted pedagogies to suit the teaching
and learning of CT. Supporting technologies and tools play
a crucial role in the application of CT pedagogical strategy
and improved learning experiences. However, there is a
need to set a standard and assessment strategy in place to
address future research to understand the effectiveness of CT
pedagogical supporting technology and tools (Kitalo et al.,
2019). This paper is an initial step to addressing the lack of a
pedagogical evaluation framework for understanding the impact
of supporting technology and tools used in CT education.

A variety of evaluation frameworks have been studied,
however, there is a lack of certainty about their operability
and suitability to different instructional tools and evaluation
objectives and the extent to which they are appropriate for
teaching and learning CT topics across contexts. Fronza
et al. (2017) used an agile software engineering-based
framework principles and practices to map CT activities,

however, contextual factors may hamper the application of
the instructional tools in a multidisciplinary context. Besides,
Kotsopoulos et al. (2017) identified the training of teachers
as a challenge in the application of supporting tools in the
teaching of CT. In addition, Gouws et al. (2013) recommended
the need to have a CT test to evaluate students’ CT levels by
the teachers. However, it is important not just to measure CT
levels but also to provide a yardstick to support the teachers
to make the right decisions regarding the instructional tools
which are intended to facilitate CT instructions. Accordingly,
this study develops a framework of pedagogical indicators
(PIs) for CT to support the standardization of the pedagogical
supporting technologies and tools of CT, particularly in
computing education. The evaluation framework comprises
three layers (goals, indicators, outputs) and five interwoven
indicators that determine the application of the tools for
relevant pedagogical purposes. The Computational Thinking
Pedagogical Assessment Framework or CT-PAF (as it will be
referred to from here on) endeavors to proffer a structure
to analyze and understand the formal intangible design of
pedagogical supporting tools relative to their perspicuous
and embedded purposes in supporting the process of CT
education. CT-PAF provides the initial stride to create a robust
evaluation benchmark for teachers’ decision-making about the
instructional tools that are designed to enhance students’ CT
knowledge in K-12 contexts. The CT-PAF framework should
not be assumed to be a conclusive and detached measurement
instrument, nonetheless, as a proposition on how to construct
the assessment of CT teaching aids in terms of their pedagogical
impact and improving learning outcomes. Besides, this paper
is meant to start a discussion on the creation of data-driven
pedagogical technologies and tools that are meant to support
the teaching and learning process in K-12 settings. Therefore,
this work focuses on providing an answer to the following
research question, what are the PIs to consider for developing a
CT-PAF in the K-12 computing education context?

Literature review

Computational thinking is an age-long concept for problem-
solving approach (Denning and Tedre, 2019). Although the
definition of the term CT remains vague (Agbo et al., 2019),
the importance of the definition as compared to the pedagogical
contribution is being argued (Selby and Woollard, 2013).
However, Wings defined the term CT as “an approach to
solving problems, designing systems and understanding human
behavior that draws on concepts fundamental to computing”
(Wing, 2008, p. 3717). Other scholars attempt to contribute
to the definition of CT since a consensus is not reached.
For example, Denning (2007), Guzdial (2008), and Barr and
Stephenson (2011) examined the term CT and gave various
definitions based on their expert perspectives.
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FIGURE 1

Features of computational thinking (adapted from Agbo et al., 2019).

Features of computational thinking

Zhong and Liao (2015) described the characteristic
features of CT. Their study suggests that broadly, CT is a
conceptualization and not a computer programming. Thus,
the steps for introducing CT include problem decomposition,
pattern recognition, problem abstraction, and algorithm
design (Csizmadia et al., 2015; Agbo et al., 2019). As depicted
in Figure 1, a real-world complex problem can be turned
into one that is easily understood by undergoing these
fundamental steps of CT. First, problem decomposition allows
for breaking down big and complex problems into smaller and
manageable units that can be easily understood and solved
(Valenzuela, 2018).

In addition, CT requires the skill of pattern recognition;
the ability to map similarities, differences, and patterns that
exist in the small sizes of decomposed problems is essential to
solving a complex one. For example, students who are able to
recognize patterns could make predictions (Valenzuela, 2018).
Also, the same problem-solving technique can be applied to
solve problems with the same pattern. The third step in the
CT approach is problem abstraction, which helps to filter out
non-essential parts of a problem, leaving the important aspects
that aid understanding and are easy to solve. The last stage
of CT is the algorithm design that gives step-wise approaches
which emanate from the first three stages of CT to point toward
implementing the solution.

Computational thinking in science,
technology, engineering, art, and
mathematics education

Overall, the concept of CT has been connected to
the Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Mathematics
(STEAM) education (Yadav et al., 2016). As discussed by
Wing, CT is a kind of scientific thinking that applies;
technological concepts toward solving complex problems;
engineering thinking to design a complex system that functions
in a constrained real-world scenario; mathematical approach
to solving a real-world problem (Wing, 2008). Nowadays, the

need to embed CT into STEAM education is being researched
(Jona et al., 2014; Weintrop et al., 2014; Yadav et al., 2016). For
example, Swaid (2015) presented in a study, a framework for
bringing CT to STEM disciplines through the Historically Black
Colleges and Universities Undergraduate Program (HBCU-UP)
project. This author organized six workshops with hands-on labs
in order to introduce CT elements to the STEAM educators.

Similarly, Sengupta et al. (2018) conducted a
phenomenological study where they reviewed a set of studies
conducted in partnership with K-12 STEAM teachers and
students. For example, the authors explored the opportunity to
integrate computational modeling and programming in K-12
science classrooms. Their study suggests that “agent-based
programming and modeling can help students overcome
conceptual challenges in understanding linear continuity”
(Sengupta et al., 2018, p. 16). Additionally, there are growing
studies on the use of autonomous and programmable robotics
(Atmatzidou and Demetriadis, 2016; Eguchi, 2016; Chalmers,
2018) and games (Wu and Richards, 2011; Kazimoglu et al.,
2012; Leonard et al., 2016) designed to teach STEAM education
to make students acquire the 21st-century skills required for
nowadays employment.

Evaluation frameworks in
computational thinking

The study on evaluation framework has been conducted in
different spectrums of disciplines, even recently. For example,
in smart cities and transportation (Yan et al., 2020), in the
Internet of Things (IoT) to evaluate IoT platform development
approaches (Fahmideh and Zowghi, 2020), Web technology to
evaluate the accessibility of web tools (Alsaeedi, 2020), learning
analytic tools (Scheffel et al., 2015; Vigentini et al., 2020), in
mobile learning (Ozdamli, 2012). However, in the case of CT,
limited studies have been recorded (Wong and Cheung, 2020).
Our search revealed that, for about a decade, scholars have
proposed frameworks to evaluate CT from broader perspectives
(Moreno-León et al., 2015; Román-González et al., 2019).

Earlier studies have made attempts to develop frameworks
for CT. These frameworks are however developed to focus on
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specific aspects such as CT assessment technique, technology,
or pedagogy approaches. Some of these studies include Román-
González et al. (2017) which categorized CT assessment in K-12
as summative, formative-iterative, skill-transfer, perceptions-
attitudes scales, and vocabulary assessment. Relatedly, Basso
et al. (2018) discusses the non-technical skills (relational
skills and cognitive life skills) that should be included in
a comprehensive CT assessment framework. In the CT
curriculum, Perković et al. (2010) proposed an interdisciplinary
approach that allows the teaching of CT in different courses
taught at the university level. This course-based CT framework
was tested in three different aspects of courses, which include
Scientific Inquiry Domain (SID) that introduces geospatial
information processing; an Arts and Literature (AL) course
about game design; and an animation course that focuses on 3-D
modeling for gaming. Similarly, Gouws et al. (2013), developed
a CT framework to be used for planning and evaluation of
CT materials. The authors harnessed the characteristic features
of CT such as transformation, abstraction, pattern recognition,
and algorithm, to underpin their framework. According to
the authors, a case study with Light-Bot shows that the CT
framework is able to evaluate a CT resource by highlighting its
strength and weakness.

Although some of these studies tried to evaluate CT based
on the fundamental attributes regarding its objective of teaching
problem-solving skills to students (Papadakis, 2021, 2022), there
is a need to investigate how CT tools are performing in terms
of providing the objectives for which it is developed. That is,
paying close attention to the pedagogical aspect of the CT
tools by mirroring it through a set of quality indicators to
adjudge its efficacy. This aspect of the evaluation process is
still missing from the literature, and we intend to fill this gap
by proposing a pedagogical evaluation framework (CT-PAF) of
quality indicators for CT tools. To the best of our knowledge, no
existing frameworks have aggregated the factors or categorically
highlighted the five indicators we identified in our work.

Methodology

Data sources

To address the research question in this study, we collected
articles from Scopus and ACM databases to understand the
kinds of approaches for CT pedagogy and assessment techniques
that already exist. Because Scopus is one of the giant databases
containing a huge number of scientific articles (Pranckutė, 2021)
from the field of science including computer science (Agbo
et al., 2021c), we consider it one of the useful sources to
collect the data. In addition, other authors have argued that
Scopus contains more distinct records (Singh et al., 2021) that
can allow researchers to have a quick overview of scientific
papers published in a specific field. In addition, most of the

TABLE 1 Keyword search and article selection strategy.

Source Search string Outcome

Scopus (TITLE-ABS-KEY (“computational thinking”)
AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (“assessment
framework” OR “evaluation framework”))

16

ACM [All: “computational thinking”] AND [[All:
“assessment framework”] OR [All: “evaluation
framework”]]

32

computing education interventions are published in ACM
journals and conferences, and it publishes one of the widely read
monthly communications where innovations are showcased
(Blackburn et al., 2019).

Data search, inclusion, and exclusion
procedure

For the data search, two main categories of keywords were
used. The first is “computational thinking” and the second
is “assessment framework OR evaluation framework.” These
keywords were combined in the search menus of the databases
as presented in Table 1. In the Scopus database, the search
keywords were framed to query the fields containing article
title, abstract, and keywords, whereas, in the ACM database, the
query consists of all the fields.

The procedure used in the data collection and screening
includes the four-phased activities of the PRISMA (preferred
reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analysis) by
Moher et al. (2009) presented in Figure 2. The inclusion
criteria include articles that were published in peer-reviewed
outlets including journals and conferences, and articles written
in the English language. Furthermore, we manually skimmed
through the title and abstract of each article to judge its
relevance and excluded articles we deem irrelevant to this
study in terms of its focus. For example, some of the articles
that focused on the evaluation of computer science education
in general but not CT, in particular, were removed. In
addition, articles that carried out CT assessment in other forms
aside from using a concrete tool were removed. Besides, we
also removed duplicate articles found in the outcome from
the two databases.

After the inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied, the
data reviewed to gain insight into how CT assessments were
conducted were 6. These articles guided the formulation of
the CT-PAF PIs, which consist of the technology, pedagogy,
assessment technique, data, and professional development.
The authors read through each of the identified articles to
understand its focus in terms of how evaluation of CT
was conducted and to identify relevant indicators. Further
information on how the analysis of these articles were conducted
are presented in section “Findings: Toward an evaluation
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TABLE 2 Summary of articles according to indicators in CT-PAF.

Article Summary Technology:
instructional tools

Pedagogical
approaches

Assessment
techniques

Data aspects Teacher professional
development

Fronza et al., 2017 The paper presented a
CT teaching and
assessment framework
focused on K-12 context.

Scratch, mind map, storyboard
and feasibility table

Agile software
engineering method

Project analysis,
artifact-based interviews
and summative
examination

Not mentioned Not mentioned

Kwon et al., 2021 Develop and evaluate an
evaluation framework
that reveals leaners’
problem-solving
competency based on
Bebras computing
challenge.

Scratch projects and Bebras
Computing Challenge – tool to
evaluate problem-solving

Problem-solving
technique and Bebras
computing challenge

Qualitative content
analysis method was used
to interpret the quality of
the solutions. Four levels
of CT were identified.

Not mentioned Not mentioned

Gouws et al., 2013 Developed a CT
framework for planning,
preparing and evaluating
CT materials.

Light-Bot, an educational game Game-based learning
approach

Computational thinking
score

Not mentioned Not mentioned

Fagerlund et al., 2020 An empirical study to
assess 4th grade students’
CT.

Scratch Project-based,
teacher-led
demonstration, tutorial
method,

Rubrics revision, analysis
of programming
contents, and
interpreting conceptual
encounters with CT

Not mentioned Not mentioned

Knie et al., 2022 The article presented the
experiences of
integrating CT into a
blended learning
in-service training
program for STEM
teachers at secondary
level schools.

Media Portal for STEM teachers,
with additional teaching material
such as instructions for the
experiments of Experimento as
well as other worksheets,
graphics, and interactive media
for STEM lessons, The Maze,
coding game using a block-based
programming environment, and
microcontroller board Arduino

inquiry-based learning in
the classroom, online
self-learning modules,
blended learning format,

Not mentioned explicitly,
but the teachers
experience, and
perception of the training
were evaluated through
questionnaire-based
quantitative survey and
repeated measures.

Measured pH data from
the Arduino
microcontroller board

Professional development
program Experimento targeting
secondary level teachers

Kadijevich, 2019 Theoretical article that
summarizes the concepts
of CT and examine the
use of data modeling
approach for cultivating
CT practice.

Interactive displays such as charts
(dashboards), specifically, Zoho
analytics

Modeling approach Applying the
use-modify-create path,
and analysis of students’
project portfolios

Presented data on
interactive charts and the
summary of the results.
Besides, data modeling
cycle was mapped to CT
concepts and practices

Professional development was
recommended to support
teachers’ important data
modeling activities based on their
skills and awareness of potential
challenges in this modeling. In
addition, professional
development may support
teachers in applying specific
learning paths and the outcome
assessment.
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FIGURE 2

PRISMA diagram including the data collection and screening procedure (Moher et al., 2009).

framework for computational thinking supporting technology
and tools”, Table 2.

Findings: Toward an evaluation
framework for computational
thinking supporting technology
and tools

This study examined the relevant indices to create an
assessment framework useful for the evaluation of technological
instructional tools in the context of CT in computing education.

The evaluation frameworks of technological instructional tools
offer educators criteria to assess the tool’s suitability to support
the intended learning outcome, facilitate learning activities,
recognize learners’ needs, and levels of achievement, facilitate
reflection, and overall improve learning outcomes. Several
frameworks are designed and developed for evaluating different
technological learning platforms (Scheffel et al., 2015; Vigentini
et al., 2020), tools (Park et al., 2010; Vigentini et al., 2020),
and specifically pedagogies for CT (Kotsopoulos et al., 2017).
Though studies have proposed the framework of CT, to the best
of our knowledge, the development of a pedagogical framework
to assess CT tools has not been established yet which is the aim
of this study. Based on the literature review process outlined in
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FIGURE 3

Computational thinking pedagogical assessment framework (CT-PAF).

section “Data search, inclusion, and exclusion procedure”, the
articles identified (Table 2) in which this study is focused were
examined and relevant indicators were identified and framed
into the CT assessment framework. Our framework coined
CT-PAF presented in Figure 3 comprises three layers which
include goals, indicators, outcomes; and five indicators the layers
(technology, pedagogical approaches, assessment techniques,
data aspect, and teacher professional development, TPD).

Goals

Evaluation frameworks in educational scenarios enable
a scientific and systematic approach to the assessment of
important components of pedagogical processes. An effective
and efficient instructional design process usually begins with
defining the intended goals in a bid to maximize the student’s
learning experiences Czerkawski (2014). The overarching goal
of the assessment of CT is needed to understand the expectation
of the educational stakeholders and create the much-needed
synergy among the different PIs in the learning ecosystem.
Usually, CT frameworks are rooted in constructivism theory,
which holds the view that learning entails reconstruction
rather than direct transmission of knowledge Papert (1980)
and Papert and Harel (1991); and the social constructivism
viewpoint consider social group constructing knowledge for
each other Vygotsky (1978). Honebein (1996) opined that
instructional designers of constructivist learning environments
should consider seven pedagogical goals which inform essential
characteristics for the goals in CT-PAF.

Indicators

The following section will highlight the indicators of the
assessment framework.

Technology: Instructional tools
Innovations around novel technology development have

been the cornerstone of any changes in the education sector.
The instructional tools in the CT-PAF depict the technologies,
instructional materials, and tools to facilitate the teaching
and learning of CT. Based on our literature review, we
found the following indicators are necessary to consider
when assessing the pedagogical relevance of the technologies,
instructional materials, and supporting tools: the intended
purpose of the tool (referred to as the tool’s objectives), ease
of use, ease of learning, satisfaction, perceived usefulness,
recommendation, and activity classification. For example,
educational tools must have a purpose that is expected to
be derived from them and should support learning objectives
which are usually derived from Bloom’s revised taxonomy
of educational objectives (Krathwohl, 2002). The ease of
use (EOU) of a system has been regarded as “the degree
to which a person believes that using a particular system
would be free of effort” (Davis, 1989). This study describes
the ease of learning as the rate at which learning through
CT tools is achieved without much effort. Lu (2014) study
signifies that the perceived usefulness signifies the individual’s
readiness to use information systems as a supporting tool.
This, however, suggests that the usefulness of the learning
tools can lead to satisfaction and critical reflection while
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TABLE 3 Evaluation of Scratch based on CT-PAF.

CT-PAF indicators Evaluation and remarks

Technology:
Instructional
Tools

Tool’s objectives Scratch is an open-source software developed by MIT Media Lab to support young people to learn
to “think creatively, reason systematically, and work collaboratively” (Resnick et al., 2009). As
studies that explore Scratch for CT education increases, scholars and educators are to ensure that
the core objectives of Scratch are upheld. That is to say that Scratch should provide teachers with
the training on blending CT and CS into their classroom; bring CT into K-12 domain to gain
computing/programming skills through visualized (drag and drop) approach; build students to
gain algorithmic and problem-solving skills. The CT-PAF perspective regarding instructional
tools such as Scratch must meet the core purpose for which it was originally created.

Ease of use Scratch is easy for children to use (Souza and Bittencourt, 2018), since it is a block-based playful
environment developed to make programming fun. Learners are able to effortlessly drag and drop
blocks of codes without necessarily writing lines of codes. Some empirical studies may have
validated ease of use of Scratch. For example, Bean et al. (2015). Based on the CT-PAF indicator,
CT tools should generally allow learner to build problem-solving skills without much effort to use.

Ease of learning Evaluation of ease of learning and learning satisfaction of a programming tool or problem-solving
intervention among students is critical to the overall outcome of such tool: For instance, in the
case of Scratch, Lai and Lai (2012) examined students’ understanding for using Scratch and
revealed a positive outcome. This is one of the ways of assessing an educational tool.

Satisfaction Users satisfaction in an educational tool such as Scratch is important. Otherwise, the objective of
motivating students to embrace such a tool cannot be totally achieved. To create enthusiasm for
continues learning, Costa et al. (2016) conducted a language learning study with foreign children
using Scratch and their findings were positive.

Perceived usefulness An experimentation of visual programming with Scratch in school indicated perceived usefulness
of the tool to be high (Sáez-López et al., 2016).

Recommendation According to Estevez et al. (2019), the result from a study conducted on teaching high school
student AI using Scratch suggests that visual programming tools such as Scratch holds high
potential of impacting understanding to students.

Activity classification In Scratch project, it is easy to classify activities according to group of participants such as gender,
age, grade level, prior knowledge level etc. Empirical studies usually develop data collection
instrument through this easy approach.

Pedagogical
Approaches

Learning theory Research shows that constructionism, which is a design-oriented theory is suitable for visual
programming tool such as Scratch (Peppler and Kafai, 2007). This theory places learners in
designer role as expected if a tool must have relevance in teaching CT and ML.

Teaching methods Project based learning methodology has been adopted in study that utilized Scratch as
demonstrated recently by Husna et al. (2019) and Plaza et al. (2019). Both studies indicate positive
outcome from the theoretical and pedagogical perspectives.

Pedagogical experience Pedagogical experiences are usually measured by utilizing instruments such as “Did you have
chances to select the learning methods that were suitable to you?”. For instance, Tsukamoto et al.
(2016) adapted this approach to measure pedagogical experience of participants.

Pedagogical objectives Overall objective of Scratch is specifically to help young students develop 21st century learning
skills such as computational thinking, problem-solving skills, cognitive thinking, through
creativity, collaborations, and other relevant pedagogical approaches that is suitable for the K-12.

Assessment
Techniques

Formative and
Summative

• Comparability
• Effectiveness
• Efficiency
• Helpfulness

Research shows that assessment technique of study that utilized Scratch yields positive outcome of
participants’ performance. For example, Park and Shin (2019) reported an evaluation study where
they compared Scratch and App Inventor. Although both are computational thinking tools,
however, their result shows Scratch to score high on the average regarding efficiency, effectiveness,
etc. compared to App inventor.

Data Aspect Security and ethics • Data Security
• Transparency
• Data standards
• Data ownership
• Data privacy Ethics

Security concerns of Scratch seems not to be a major discussion among scholars. With the
potential for cloud computing and online accessibility, Scratch users should have a concrete
framework for data security, standards, and framework. For instance, user’s authentication,
management of user’s credentials and learning performance data, ownership of millions of data
from projects shared online, and many other data sources should form critical concern for the
developers of Scratch. Comparing with similar tool such as ML, Scratch need to improve its
process regarding data security and ethics. Also, as recommended by Almutairy et al. (2019),
Scratch need to develop a monitoring control and virtualization security policy of its user.

Management and use Data
analytics/mining

Research in data analytics and mining for visual programming is still marginal. However, data
analytics to identify level of creativity of learners using visual programming such as Scratch is
recently emerging (Filvà et al., 2019; Kovalkov et al., 2020). Effort should continue in this area to
make the available big data from experimentation of visual programming more meaningful.
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TABLE 3 Continued

CT-PAF indicators Evaluation and remarks

Teacher
Professional
Development

Availability Scratch is available free of charge for educators, students, and trainers to download and used on
the tablets, laptops, and desktop computers. It also has dozens of Sprites freely available in the
latest version 3.0. Thanks to MIT media lab. Besides, plenty resources to support users are
available online with no cost.

Implementation As reported by MIT, scratch has over 50 million projects already created and shared on Scratch
website. These projects include animation, games, simulations, music, etc.

Training of educational stakeholders As an open source software, the inventor of Scratch has provided the opportunity for educational
stakeholders to have access to the resources necessary to allow them teach students the 21st-
century computing skills. This approach has been leveraged by researchers who are focused on
training pre-service teachers (Papadakis and Kalogiannakis, 2019).

Organizational change The evolving use of technology to support learning and teaching keep the demand for training
and retraining in teaching profession high. This imply that organizational change in education
will remain evident provided the stakeholders in education are constantly engaging in designing
program and policies to enhance teachers and learners. To this regard, Scratch has been explored
in training teachers in developing more skills.

navigating through the learning environment (Honebein, 1996;
Kotsopoulos et al., 2017). The outcome of the technical indicator
is a kind of learning support that can be achieved with
the learning tools.

Pedagogical approaches
In this study, we categorize the pedagogical approaches

which focus on teaching and learning using the supporting
tools into four main aspects (learning theory, teaching
methods, pedagogical experience, and pedagogical objectives).
Each of the categories further has indicators to measure the
impact on learning. Learning theory includes constructivism
and social constructivism Vygotsky (1978), Papert (1980),
and Papert and Harel (1991); teaching methods include
interactive and participatory methods (Vartiainen et al., 2018);
pedagogical experience includes unplugged, tinkering, making,
and remixing (Kotsopoulos et al., 2017); pedagogical objectives
include cognitive, psychomotor and affective (Krathwohl,
2002; Lajis et al., 2018). For the learning theory, we choose
constructivism as the theory most appropriate to guide
the use of the tools (Agbo et al., 2021d). According to
Papert’s theory of constructionism, learners construct internal
representations of their environment to develop knowledge
(Papert, 1987). Besides, other Constructivist theorists posit that
learning should be student-centered (Matthew et al., 2009) and
encourages social interactions among students by taking part
in constructing information actively for the fulfillment of the
learning (Ozdamli, 2012). As regards the teaching method,
interactive and participatory learning methods were selected
(Vartiainen et al., 2018). The methods were purposefully chosen
due to their peculiarity in that they create environments
that provide children with opportunities to explore real-world
phenomena in an interest-driven and inquiry-oriented manner
(Vartiainen et al., 2018). For the pedagogical experiences,
unplugged experiences are often first and foundational in

learning CT because they require possibly the least amount
of cognitive demand and technical knowledge (Kotsopoulos
et al., 2017). One of the ways students can visualize and
experience the process needed to complete a task is through
unplugged experiences. The unplugged activities allow students
to situate CT in a real life context (Curzon et al., 2014).
During tinkering, students explore changes to existing objects
and then consider the implications of the changes (Kotsopoulos
et al., 2017) for example, tinkering is modifying existing
computer programming code. Furthermore, to gain experiences,
students must solve problems, make plans, select tools, reflect,
communicate, and make connections across concepts. In other
words, experiences can occur through computer programming.
Lastly, remixing experiences as conceived by Kotsopoulos
et al. (2017) involve sharing an object and embedding it
within another object with the possibility to modify or
adapt it in some way and/or to use it for substantially
different purposes.

Assessment techniques
Assessment is an important indicator to consider in

ascertaining whether a pedagogical process has been effective for
the purpose it was designed. Assessment strategies may include
self-assessment, diagnostic, or achievement tests, rating scales,
and anecdotal techniques. According to Harrison (2010) self-
assessment is an important element in the learning process.
With self-assessment, students define suitable targets for their
learning. While the different techniques exist, this study is
interested in certain indicators for formative and summative
assessment. Assessment helps in gauging the comparability,
effectiveness, efficiency, and helpfulness of the pedagogical
process as experienced by the learners. Van der Vleuten
et al. (2017) described the assessment as a tool for learning.
Assessment is seen to have value in helping to inform students’
learning, instead of just judging how well they have learned
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TABLE 4 Evaluation of Google Teachable Machine based on CT-PAF.

Indicators Evaluation

Technology:
Instructional
Tools

Tool Objectives It was created to help students, teachers, designers, and others learn about ML by creating and
using their own classification models (Carney et al., 2020).

Ease of use Individuals use a Teachable Machine in ways that imply the tool enables learning and exploration.

Ease of learning From past study, it is evident that GTM can be easily learned, used, and taught, even by those
without prior programming or ML experience (Carney et al., 2020).

Satisfaction In GTM, the default parameters are for training image classification models. All new image
classification projects default to these parameters and most users gets satisfactory results.

Perceived usefulness The usefulness of the tool include:
• A generalized, flexible-input interface for making ML classification models that can be easily
learned and used without prior experience or expertise in ML or coding.
• A set of product decisions that enable learning and experimentation for new users of ML.
• An example of how content surrounding the interface allows people to learn ML concepts
(Carney et al., 2020).

Recommendation A Canadian STEM education non-profit cites GTM as a “tool found particularly useful for
introducing key concepts of AI” (Actua, 2019). Payne (2019) also recommends GTM as it was
stated to introduce student to the concept of classification. Also, that by exploring GTM tool,
students learn about supervised machine learning.

Activity classification It uses transfer learning, an ML technique, to find patterns and trends within the images or sound
samples, and create a simple and easy classification model within seconds. With transfer learning,
a user is able to add their own data and retrain a model on top of a previously trained base model
that has learned a specific domain from a large dataset.

Pedagogical
Approaches

Learning theory It encourages learners-centered approach, such as constructivism.

Teaching methods GTM enables active learning method. Active learning is based on a theory of learning called
constructivism, which emphasizes the fact that learners construct or build their understanding
that can then apply to new contexts and problems. According to Carney et al. (2020), based on use
of the tool amongst teachers and curricula, it was posited that GTM facilitates active learning of
AI concepts by requiring students to interact with those concepts by making models themselves.

Pedagogical experience Unplugged experiences are often first and foundational in learning GTM as they require possibly
the least amount of cognitive demand and technical knowledge (Kotsopoulos et al., 2017).

Pedagogical objectives The specific expected student learning outcomes were identified such as the ability to perform new
skill after the activity.

Assessment
Techniques

Formative and
Summative

• Comparability
• Effectiveness
• Efficiency
• Helpfulness

Teachable Machine builds on and extends related work. It provides an approachable yet
well-featured interface for children and adults to create their own ML classification models
through its website. It enables users to train classifiers for an arbitrary number of classes, provides
data collection, classification, model training, and model evaluation in the same interface, and
trains on-device Arising from the study of Vartiainen et al. (2020), with the use of GTM, it is
recognized that very young children are able to engage in the exploration of machine learning
based technologies

Data Aspect Security and ethics Data Security Teachable Machine trains users’ models within the browser on their device, with their own data,
without that data leaving their computer.

Transparency GTM supports transparency as the web-based tools is open and easily accessible to everyone to
work

Data standards In GTM, there is data standard which provides the guidelines through which users can confidently
exchange information with the tool.

Data ownership GTM allows for a greater sense of data ownership without needing to worry about storing and
saving large files, datasets, or models to the cloud.

Data privacy GTM helps users feel safe experimenting. The tool allows the users to exhibit sense of ownership
by downloading the trained model locally using TensorFlow.js, which facilitate privacy and trust
among users. In addition, GTM is flexible and has less permanent structure to play and
experiment with machine learning, without needing to worry about storing and saving large files,
datasets, or models to the cloud (Carney et al., 2020).

Ethics GTM provides ethical principles such as to help secure user data, allow users to export their data
Provide users with clear information about how their information is used.

Management and use Data
analytics/mining

With GTM, systems can learn to analyze data without being programmed. According to the
authors and developers of GTM, the tool was created it to help students, teachers, designers, and
others to learn about ML by creating and using their own classification models.

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 Continued

Indicators Evaluation

Teacher
Professional
Development

Availability Training on how to teach AI in classroom to K-12 was held by Google.

Implementation The use of GTM has been explored by instructors, teachers and researchers to teach the concept of
ML and computational thinking (Toivonen et al., 2020; Vartiainen et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020).

Training of educational stakeholders The training of educational stakeholders on the use of tools is important in supporting K-12
student in learning ML

Organizational change Building the capacity of educational stakeholder will affect the whole organization as all the
stakeholders has added at least a skill to their skillsets.

in a given period of time (Houston and Thompson, 2017).
Formative assessment was attached to improvement of learning
progress, whereas summative assessment was attached to
making judgments about achievement at the end of a course.

Data aspect
The pedagogy of CT cannot exist without data Shabihi and

Kim (2021) and Eloy et al. (2022), and led students to cultivate
CT practices through data manipulations Kadijevich (2019).
Being a data-driven topic, an enormous amount of learning
data and learner traces are released in learning activities. The
set of instructional goals, especially the ones under study may
not be measurable without paying attention to learning data.
The pedagogical supporting tools provide an avenue for data
collection and classification (Carney et al., 2020). The data
aspect of the supporting tools in CT-PAF concerns transparency,
data standards, data ownership, data privacy, and ethics (Barr
and Stephenson, 2011; Dagiene and Stupuriene, 2016). These are
considered in the framework to contribute to the effectiveness
of the use of the tool in ensuring the overarching goals
are achieved. Ensuring data privacy using the supporting
technologies and tools will help users feel safe experimenting
with their own data Tabesh (2017). Besides, data standards are
best practices that determine how different types of data should
be formatted and what metadata and documentation need to
be included while data ownership gives a clear responsibility
about both the possession and distribution of the information
Alsancak (2020). Ownership gives the user the power as well
as control, whereas information includes not just the ability
to access, create, modify, package, derive benefit from, sell, or
remove data, but also the right to assign these access privileges
to others Ata and Yıldırım (2020).

Teacher professional development
The role of the instructor is to guide students in the

assimilation and construction of information (Wheeler et al.,
2008). With this in mind, TPD is necessary to guarantee
successful teaching and the development of competencies
in the use of the instructional tools to achieve the set
pedagogical objectives. The indicators put forward in this
study to assess TPD as it concerns the pedagogical impact

of teachers’ effort to support teaching CT are the availability,
the implementation of training, training of educational
stakeholders, and the organizational change that will lead to the
overall development of the teacher.

Outcomes

The purpose of CT-PAF as an assessment framework is
to obtain important evidence about both teacher and student
performance and progress for using the supporting technologies
in the process of teaching and learning CT. Besides, the outcome
in the CT-PAF determines how the different indicators lead to
the overall goal of the framework and permit exploration of the
prospects to apply computing tools as a medium for teaching
CT, Grover and Pea (2013). Particularly, students’ interest to
create an appropriate assessment of their learning process is
monitored through the outcome of the CT-PAF framework.

Cases – Scratch, iThinkSmart
minigames for teaching
computational thinking, and
Google Teachable Machine for
teaching machine learning

Case study 1: Scratch for teaching
computational thinking

Computational thinking is a skill that “involves solving
problems, designing systems, and understanding human
behavior, by drawing on the concepts fundamental to computer
science” (Wing, 2006). According to Bocconi et al. (2016)
it is considered in many countries a key set of problem-
solving skills that must be acquired and developed by today’s
generation of learners. Repenning et al. (2016) states that CT
tools aim to minimize coding overhead by supporting users
through three fundamental stages of the CT development
cycle: problem formulation, solution expression, and solution
(execution/evaluation). Among the several CT tools, Scratch
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TABLE 5 Evaluation of iThinkSmart based on CT-PAF.

Indicators Evaluation

Technology:
Instructional
Tools

Tool Objectives The minigames integrated into the iThinkSmart application include Tower of Hanoi, River
Crossing, and Mount Patti Treasure Hunt. These minigames are aimed to showcase how to
visualize concepts of computational thinking such as problem decomposition, abstraction, and
algorithmic design.

Ease of use An evaluation of the iThinkSmart with students shows that the tool is easy to use. However, some
of the minigames were found to be challenging for students to complete within the regulated
conditions – for example, the duration of a gameplay session constrained the students.

Ease of learning Evidence from the field experiment shows that some of the iThinkSmart minigames that are
Multi-choice Questions (MCQ) are quite easy to learn, whereas others are difficult to unravel. The
development of the iThinkSmart recognizes the impact of overloading too many learning
outcomes, which can demotivate learners (Huang, 2011).

Satisfaction As an evolving tool whose features and requirements are iteratively modified based on the users’
feedback, there is moderate satisfaction expressed by users of the iThinkSmart application.

Perceived usefulness The current version of the iThinkSmart was evaluated with students to understand how the
intervention improve their perceived cognition, computational thinking competency, interest,
and attitude toward future use of a similar tool.

Recommendation Students who played the iThinkSmart to gain computational thinking education agreed that the
tool supported their learning and would recommend it to other students. Notwithstanding,
ongoing testing and evaluation of the tool will provide more empirical evidence of users’
experiences.

Activity classification iThinkSmart classifies players’ computational thinking competency into three (high, satisfactory,
and low) by using the objective distance model (Chaichumpa et al., 2021). Through this model
integrated into the tool, players’ learning progress can be enhanced to provide a personalized
learning experience.

Pedagogical
Approaches

Learning theory Being a study conducted to focus on users, the design and development of the iThinkSmart
application utilized both constructivism and experiential learning theories.

Teaching methods The iThinkSmart employed pedagogies such as game-based learning, problem-based learning, and
storytelling to demonstrate the visualization of computational thinking concepts (Agbo, 2022).

Pedagogical experience Fundamentally, students co-designed minigames with researchers through a participatory process,
through which they gained computational thinking skills. Besides, the immersive experience by
players can provide an opportunity for integrating other pedagogies such as collaborative learning.

Pedagogical Objectives The specific expectation of students’ learning objective is an improved computational thinking
competency and problem-solving skills after playing the minigames in the iThinkSmart
application.

Assessment
Techniques

Formative and
Summative

• Comparability
• Effectiveness
• Efficiency
• Helpfulness

The objective distance model integrated into the iThinkSmart is a unique way of assessing learners
during gameplay. According to Serrano-Laguna et al. (2018), assessment of players during
gameplay using a methodology similar to the objective distance model that tracks players learning
progress is a suitable way to assess game effectiveness.

Data Aspect Security and ethics Data Security The data generated during the gameplay are stored in a secured cloud server that is password
protected. iThinkSmart application mainly collects users’ data as logs during the gameplay and
generates a unique ID for each player.

Transparency iThinkSmart supports transparency by allowing players to see how s/he are progressing by
displaying errors, rewards, hints, and other attributes that personalize the player’s experience.

Data standards All data in iThinkSmart are standardized. For example, the satisfactory and total scores of each
learning object represented in the minigames are defined by experts.

Data ownership Although, iThinkSmart is data-driven where the system collects data to assess players’
competency, however, the data are only used for the purpose of assessment which guides the
behaviors of the system by responding to the player based on learning progress and performance.

Data privacy Data privacy of players of the iThinkSmart minigames is assured by immersing the player in a
virtual environment where they are shielded from the real world.

Ethics Ethical principles are upheld to ensure that players voluntarily opted to play the iThinkSmart
minigames in order to gain computational thinking education.

Management and use Data
analytics/mining

There are no data analytics or data mining techniques implemented in the iThinkSmart
application yet.

Teacher
Professional
Development

Availability iThinkSmart is an open-source application that is freely available for users to access. The tool can
be installed on any android smartphone and played with a low-cost head-mounted display
(HMD). Teachers can use this tool to introduce students to problem-solving and computational
thinking education in their classrooms.
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TABLE 5 Continued

Indicators Evaluation

Implementation Requirements for implementing teaching using the iThinkSmart application are mainly a
smartphone and HMD. Because these technologies are affordable nowadays, it is possible for
teachers to integrate the use of iThinkSmart minigames to supplement their teaching pedagogy.

Training of educational stakeholders Some nuances related to the use of virtual reality technology in the classroom can be envisaged
that may cause, for example, anxiety among stakeholders. Therefore, training is required to create
the venue for wider acceptance and use of the iThinkSmart application.

Organizational change The introduction of a new intervention can create organizational change. The iThinkSmart
application provides an opportunity for an improvement in teaching methods by supplementing
traditional teaching through the use of minigames. Reaction to this new tool could create
organizational change, which can be positive or otherwise.

which Moreno-León et al. (2015) regarded as the most used
programming language in primary and secondary education
worldwide. Lye and Koh (2014) and Çatlak et al. (2015)
described Scratch as a usable tool in teaching programming
or ensuring that students acquire CT skills. It was further
described as a free web-based programming tool that allows the
creation of media projects, such as games, interactive stories and
animations, connected to young peoples’ personal interests and
experiences (Fagerlund et al., 2020).

Scratch is used in all levels of formal educational
environments in K-12 schools (Meerbaum-Salant et al., 2013;
Moreno-León et al., 2015) and even universities (Malan and
Leitner, 2007) worldwide. Studies have explored the use of
scratch in teaching CT in K-12. The study by Moreno-León
et al. (2015) held workshops with students in the range from
10 to 14 years in 8 schools, involving over 100 learners. The
result shows that at the end of the workshop, students increased
their CT scores and, consequently, improved their coding skills.
Oluk and Korkmaz (2016) study compared 5th graders’ scores
obtained from Scratch projects developed in the framework
of Information Technologies and Software classes. A high-
level significant relationship was observed between students’
programming skills with Scratch and their CT skills. Scratch,
besides supporting teachers in the evaluation tasks, is to act
as a stimulus to encourage students to keep on improving
their programming skills (Moreno-León et al., 2015). This study
evaluates Scratch as a case study by measuring the tool in line
with CT-PAF indicators (see Table 3).

Case study 2: Google Teachable
Machine for teaching machine learning

According to Denning and Tedre (2019), machine learning
(ML) can be considered a vital part of future computational
skills. As a result, Mariescu-Istodor and Jormanainen (2019)
opined that it is justifiable to include ML education as part
of CT teaching agenda at the K-12 context. The concepts
of ML and CT are emerging and essential in teaching with
technology (Zhang et al., 2020). Zhang et al. (2020) designed
a workshop with a teachable machine to teach CT using
experiential learning models.

Teachable Machine is a web-basedtool for creating custom
ML classification models without specialized technical expertise
(Carney et al., 2020). There are several related tools such
as machine learning for Kids and scratch nodes ML, and
both tools works in similar fashion as Google Teachable
Machine. For example, machine learning for kids is an
educational tool that guides children through ML training
(Lane, 2020); whereas scratch nodes ML enables children
to create gesture classification models that integrate with
Scratch (Agassi et al., 2019). There are also interactive
machine learning (IML) tools such as Wekinator (Fiebrink,
2011) for creative practice. IML tools mostly target novice
users without specific technical or domain expertise (Carney
et al., 2020) such as crayons used for image classification
(Fails and Olsen, 2003).

Carney et al. (2020) stated that teachable machine (TM)
was created to help students, teachers, designers, and others
learn about ML by creating and using their own classification
models. Educators have found TM useful to introduce concepts
of AI (UBC Geering Up, 2019). Payne (2019) has also used
TM to teach AI Ethics Education, explaining concepts of
bias, supervised learning in her MIT Curriculum. In another
study, Carney et al. (2020) explored TM and found that it
facilitates active learning of AI concepts. While administrators,
educators, and students stated that there is a dearth of tools
and activities to support active learning in AI. TM has also
been explored in higher education, For instance, Shi (2019)
used it to teach her machine learning for the Web students
the basics of ML classification, and her students used it to
make their own projects. Carney et al. (2020) used TM to
explore how grad students from diverse disciplines can apply
ML to their own domain. According to Carney et al. (2020),
outcome from their study suggest that the tool can be useful
not only to learn ML concepts but also as a resource for
students’ creative projects, even with no prior ML experience.
Table 4 presents the evaluation of GTM in line with CT-
PAF.

Case study 3: iThinkSmart minigames

Acquiring CT skills through game-based learning is found to
be a relevant approach for augmenting teaching and learning for
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both K-12 and college students (Agbo et al., 2021a,c; Hooshyar
et al., 2021). In the last one-decade, educational minigames are
increasingly utilized in the classroom to motivate students and
enhance their learning experience (Huang, 2011; Van Borkulo
et al., 2011; Agbo et al., 2021a). The iThinkSmart is a virtual
reality application consisting of minigames (Tower of Hanoi,
River Crossing, and Mount Patti Treasure Hunt) developed to
facilitate CT education and problem-solving skills (Agbo et al.,
2021b; Agbo, 2022). These minigames provide knowledge of
CT by allowing players to visualize concepts such as problem
decomposition, abstraction, and algorithmic design through
interaction with the game elements. For example, the concept
of divide and conquer and problem decomposition is visualized
when playing the River Crossing puzzle, and players gain
problem-solving skills by playing the game to unravel the puzzle.
The evaluation of the iThinkSmart minigames through lens of
CT-PAF is demonstrated in Table 5.

Conclusion

This study utilized secondary document analysis and case
studies to identify five PIs for teaching and learning CT.
The indicators include technology, pedagogical approaches,
assessment techniques, data aspect, and TPD. Based on the PIs,
a CT-PAF was proposed which aimed at supporting educators
with strategies to assess the different technological learning
tools in terms of pedagogical impact and outcome. Initial
assessment of the framework was carried out with three case-
study which include Scratch, Google Teachable Machine, and
the iThinkSmart minigames. The evaluation of Scratch as a
case study of visual programming tool for acquiring CT skills
revealed that aside from the data aspects, it considerably fits
into CT-PAF. While the pedagogical design and application in
training seem to be well explored, the aspect of data security,
standards, privacy, and ethics lacks sufficient evidence to show
strong compliance with CT-PAF. However, it is worthy to
note that the accessibility and usability features of Scratch are
a positive development. Evaluating GTM based on CT-PAF
shows that the technological learning tool fulfills the objective
for which it was designed. This is ascertained in line with
the indicators employed as seen in Table 4 but for the TPD
which is an area that needs more attention as it relates to the
passage of instruction through GTM. While more empirical
evidence is needed to understand the potential of GTM and
its pedagogical impact, some findings exist from recent studies.
Toivonen et al. (2020) study found out that Google Teachable
Machine is a feasible tool for K–12 education. Relatedly, von
Wangenheim et al. (2020) developed an introductory course to
teach the basics of ML and GTM was useful in teaching ML
concepts. The research of Vartiainen et al. (2020) also shows
that young children can engage in the exploration of machine
learning-based technologies. The findings from the literature
suggest that GTM supports teaching and learning. Regarding

the evaluation of iThinkSmart minigames based on CT-PAF,
the integration of learners’ assessment technique within the
gameplay, which shows players’ CT competency seems a strong
point among all the indicators. In addition, the evaluation
shows that the pedagogical objectives of the minigames –
hosted in the iThinkSmart application – were clearly defined
to address specific learning goals of CT concepts. Contrarily,
CT-PAF indicators such as data aspects that require integration
of data analytics or data mining have not been explored in
the iThinkSmart application. In addition, the tool still lacks an
interface for teachers to explore their CT modules as minigames.
Therefore, further improvement of the tool is required as
exposed by its evaluation based on CT-PAF indicators inTable 5.

In conclusion, CT-PAF is the first step to implementing
a robust assessment yardstick to help teachers in decision-
making regarding instructional tools that are intended to
improve the learning outcome within K-12 teaching contexts.
The initial assessment of CT-PAF indicates that the framework
is suitable for the intended purpose of evaluating technological
instructional tools for pedagogical impact and outcome. Future
research is necessary to assess and ascertain the relevance of the
framework using other tools such as Wekinator, Lego, Blockly,
and Lightbot, among others. In addition, an empirical study is
needed to further validate the framework.
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